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Summary
An original forward-looking sonar system has been developed within the frame of a MAST III contract (COS-
MOS – no. MAS3-CT97-0090). This system provides multiple angles of view of the surveyed areas that classical
imaging systems (sidescan sonars, multibeam echo sounders) cannot deliver. The prototype system is described.
The design and calibration of the antennae are detailed. The methods developed to build multilayered mosaic
images are presented. Images obtained after post-processing data collected at sea are shown.

PACS no. 43.30.Vh, 43.30.Yj

1. Introduction

This paper addresses the imaging capability of a new
forward-looking sonar system. This study has been sup-
ported within the frame of the European MAST III pro-
gram (Project COSMOS – Contract no. MAS3-CT97-
0090). The general objective of the project COSMOS is
to make a significant progress in the acoustical methods
for observing and analyzing large areas of the seafloor [1].
The project is based on using an original multi-beam sys-
tem with a frontal architecture that features a very large
aperture in the vertical plane (Figure 1) and the interfer-
ometric capability. The aim is to demonstrate – with data
acquired at sea – that this geometry brings definite scien-
tific and operational assets for imaging the seafloor, map-
ping the relief, and for the characterization of the seabed.
Most parts of the sector that is scanned during each ping
are repeatedly insonified under different incidence angles
while the sonar is moving forward. This overlap provides
the unique capability to measure the systematic angular
dependence of the target strength over a large domain, i.e.
more than 80�.

There is no such system readily available, so that the
project included the design and building of a prototype
sonar whose dimensions and range capabilities are sized
by the chosen frequency, 100 kHz. The maximal slant
range is several hundred meters, and the typical across-
track width of the observed area is equal to the altitude
of the antennae. Hence, this system can be used for sur-
veying the continental shelf as well as the deep ocean
floor, depending on the mounting platform, e.g. ship-hull,
towed fish, Autonomous Underwater Vehicle or Remote
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Operated Vehicle. Within the scope of this project, exper-
iments were carried with a ship-hull mounted configura-
tion. Examples of applications that are likely to be eventu-
ally considered are: Equipment of ROVs; Bathymetry sur-
veys; Optimization of pipeline burial; Preparation of the
setting of off-shore equipment; Monitoring of sedimentary
processes; Archaeological surveys; Detection and moni-
toring of environmental hazards.

Sidescan sonars and multibeam echo-sounders provide
images of the backscattered acoustic intensity ([2], also a
huge literature on the topic). A complete coverage is ob-
tained after merging data corresponding to each scanned
across-track line into strips that are eventually mosaicked.
The strongly anisotropic way these systems gather data
influences the spatial distribution and the quality of the
resulting information. Under normal operating condition,
each individual patch of the seafloor is seen under a sin-
gle incidence angle so that the systematic local angular
dependency of the target strength is not available [3, 4].
These systems cannot deliver images of the nadir area. The
blind sector extends roughly up to 10� on each side. With
COSMOS, a non-coherent processing of data issued from
successive, overlapping snapshots produces homogeneous
mosaic images of the nadir area, where classical systems
are blind. Note that several forward looking systems are
proposed by different manufacturers [5]. These systems
are primarily devoted to object detection or obstacle avoid-
ance [6, 7, 8]. For this purpose, the transmitted beam is
narrow in site; typically less than 15�: The seafloor is seen
only from a low grazing point of view; Mosaic images are
usually not built.

The principle of the multi-look technique is to use the
redundant information obtained by several points of view
from a scene. For example, the compound technique is
already routinely used in medical applications [9, 10],
but barely addressed in the underwater imaging domain
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the COSMOS beams pat-
tern.

[11, 12]. The non coherent synthesis reduces the speckle
noise, hence increasing the contrast of the images. With
COSMOS, the redundancy is afforded by the footprint
overlap between successive pings.

The COSMOS system is addressed in Section 2: The
design of the sonar electronics and acquisition setup is de-
scribed; The conception and calibration of the antennae
are detailed; The post-processing of the collected data to
form beams is sketched. Section 3 addresses the imaging
investigation carried with data collected during a sea trial
in the surroundings of Barcelona: Ground projection, sta-
tistical beam correction, and mapping into mosaic layers
are successively presented; A few examples of resulting
images are shown.

2. COSMOS system

2.1. General description

The acoustic aperture of the system encompasses a solid
angle that is 25� large in azimuth and whose extent in
site is similar to the one of a side-scan sonar system (i.e.
starting from near nadir to low grazing angle – Figure 1).
Because of the forward looking configuration, both trans-
mitting and receiving antennae are mounted along a hori-
zontal axis that is perpendicular to the platform track. The
transmitter is an arc of a circle. The receiving antenna con-
sists of two parallel rows of phased arrays in order to al-
low beamforming in azimuth and to enable interferometric
measurements (site angle). A more detailed description of
these antennae is presented in the next section.

A synoptic diagram of the whole system is displayed
Figure 2. The electronics of the sonar system is designed
to output digital data corresponding to the echoes received
by each elementary transducer for post-processing pur-
pose, and digital data corresponding to preformed beams

according to 32 azimuth angles for in-line display and con-
trol. The spatial sampling is about 20 cm in slant range
and 1� in azimuth. The electronic system is divided into
two parts: The wet module and the surface unit that a 50 m
long cable links.

The wet module (Figure 3) consists of the antennae, plus
a cylindrical container that accommodates part of the elec-
tronics (“Downside unit” in Figure 2). Electric signals is-
sued from the 2�32 elementary receiving transducers are
first amplified with a Time Varying Gain (TVG), then de-
modulated at base-band and filtered for anti-aliasing be-
fore being digitized (2�12 bits A/D conversion at a sam-
pling period of 256�s per channel).

The surface unit is divided into three parts: Signal gen-
eration (Chirp – central frequency 100 kHz, bandwidth
3 kHz, duration 8 ms) and power amplifier (1 kW rms),
digital beamforming and pulse compression, and hardware
control of the system.

Two PCs are used for data acquisition. The main PC is
interfaced to the surface unit in order to collect the acous-
tical data (stream of 256k complex values per second of
echoes recording) and to provide high level controls of the
sonar. The instantaneous backscattered field is displayed
in an echograph-like presentation, i.e. with sector images
of the in-line processed beams that are refreshed after each
ping. The raw acoustic level from all the receiving ele-
ments is also displayed, as well as controls items such as
the Time Varying Gain of the receiving amplifiers. Data
are recorded on hard disks and eventually archived on CD-
R.

The second PC gathers and stores information pro-
vided by the onboard instrumentation. The recorded ex-
ternal parameters are UTC time, surface temperature, at-
titude (pitch, roll and heave provided by a TSS Vertical
Reference Unit), geographic position (differential GPS),
heading (gyrocompass), and a trigger signal that the con-
trol PC generates at each ping transmit. Note that each
source has its specific, independent incoming rates. All
messages are flagged by the internal clock of the PC for
post-synchronization purpose. This configuration is well
adapted to an experiment that involves a prototype system,
as it eases the management of the data acquisition.

2.2. Antennae

2.2.1. Design

The principle of the COSMOS system is based on a ge-
ometry of the transmitted beam that is much wider in the
vertical plane than the classical apertures produced with
marketed forward looking systems (about 80� instead of
15� max.). However, creating a large aperture in site while
keeping the panoramic view afforded by existing forward-
looking systems raises severe technological difficulties.
On the other hand, COSMOS is meant to be operated stan-
dalone or as a complementary tool with side-scan systems
or multibeam echo-sounders that are blind in the nadir sec-
tor. So, a 25� azimuth aperture was targeted because it is
quite sufficient to obtain the complete angular backscatter
response of the seafloor over this blind band.
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Figure 2. Scheme of the sonar setup.
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Figure 3. Partial cross section of the downside unit. The width of
the module is 90 cm. The active face of the transmitter is shaded.

The design of the antennae aims at limiting their overall
size in order to facilitate the operational implementation.
The technology is based on composite 3-1 resin / PZT ce-
ramics (100 kHz) which allows versatile geometries.

The transmitter is shaped as an arc of a circle (radius =
1.4 m, length = 80 cm, thickness = 8 mm). The antenna is
looking forward, 40� below the horizontal. The thickness
of the transmitter – about half a wavelength – gives the
required acceptance in site. The lateral extent provides an
active surface that is large enough to produce a sufficient
source level.

The receiver consists of two parallel rows of linear ar-
rays (72 cm long). This pair constitutes an interferometer
(baseline � � wavelengths) whose functionality is not ad-
dressed in the present paper. Each array is made of 32 ele-
ments, with a pitch of 22.5 mm. The active face of both ar-
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Figure 4. Theoretical farfield directivity pattern of the transmitter
in the plane of the arc.

rays is slanted 40� below the horizontal, i.e. with the same
angle as the transmitter. The receiving antennae enable
beam steering over 25� in azimuth. 32 beams are formed
with a constant angular pitch. The �� dB beamwidth is
around 1.5�.

Numerical simulations were needed in the design pro-
cess of these antennae to characterize the echographic dia-
grams. Figure 4 displays the theoretical farfield directivity
pattern produced by the transmitter in the plane of the arc
of circle. The fluctuations of the beam level are caused by
the finite length of the antenna. Considering the 3-D field,
another noteworthy problem occurs because the azimuth
aperture of the beam varies with the site angle: it is max-
imal in the plane of the arc; but in the limit case of the
perpendicular plane, the aperture is reduced to the narrow
directivity of a linear array whose length is the chord of the
arc! On the contrary, the theoretical directivity of beams
formed at receive by linear arrays holds the symmetry of
revolution around the axis of the array.

Figures 5 and 6 display acoustic fields mapped on a flat
bottom, which are estimated by using a 3-D model. They
are computed with the actual configuration of the anten-
nae (40� slant angle), assuming that they are located 40 m
above the bottom. Figure 5 presents the mappings in the
frontal area, starting from nadir. Figure 6 is a zoom of the
mapping around nadir.

Figure 5a shows the simulated field of the transmitter.
Note that the width of the insonified band decreases to-
ward nadir mostly because of the variation in slant range.
However, Figure 6a shows clearly the effect of the above
mentioned lack of symmetry: the width of the footprint is
minimal behind nadir, i.e. in the direction perpendicular to
the plane of the arc.

Figures 5b and 6b display the mapping of the beam
formed at receive when the linear array is steered off-axis
at the maximal angle (12.5�). The beamforming process is
simulated with a Gaussian taper window (truncated at 20%
at ends) over the aperture of the array. The pitch of the ar-
rays is p � ���� � ����mm (wavelength � � ��mm).
This relatively large pitch eases the integration of the front-
end electronic molded in the antennae, whereas the limited
number of elements reduces the overall complexity of the
system. The drawback is that grating lobes of order n arise
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Figure 5. 3-D diagrams. a) Arc of a circle; b) Linear array; c)
Echographic response.

in directions �n such that sin �n � sin �� � n��p. In both
Figures 5b and 6b, the steering angle is �� � ����� so that
the grating lobes appear at ��� � ��� and �� � ���.

Figures 5c and 6c shows the normalized echographic
responses (sum in dB of the transmitter and receiver re-
sponses). The grating lobes induced by the geometry of the
receiving array are properly rejected (� ��	 dB) because
they fall out of the sector insonified by the transmitter.

Figure 6b shows that the beam formed at receive pro-
duces a poor rejection of potential backscattered echoes
coming simultaneously from equal slant ranges in front of
and behind nadir. However, it can be seen in Figure 6c that
the narrow width of the band insonified behind nadir by the
transmitter (Figure 6a) benefits drastically to the reduction
of the diaphony.

2.2.2. Measurements and calibration

The transmitter has been tested at the IFREMER’s facil-
ity that offers a large tank (50 m long). The efficiency of
the transmitter measured along the main axis is found to
be around SV = 151 dB ref. 1�Pa at 1 m/V. The source
level is 204 dB ref. 1�Pa rms at 1 m, which is sufficient
to reach a maximal range larger than one hundred meters.
The beam pattern produced by the arc of circle has been
also investigated. The measured diagrams are consistent
with the theoretical expectations.
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Figure 6. 3-D diagrams zooming on the nadir area.

The receiving arrays have been tested in the same facil-
ity. The aim of the experiment was to check the angular
responses in site and azimuth of the elements, and to mea-
sure the global sensitivity. For both arrays, the response
in site is smooth over the whole aperture. The width (at
null azimuth) is around 57� at �� dB, and 81� at �� dB.
Hence, in the normal operating geometry (i.e. the active
face is slanted 40� below the horizontal), the latter value
corresponds to a vertical aperture that extends roughly
from the surface to about 10� incidence. This range com-
plies with the requirements of the COSMOS system. In the
perpendicular plane, the average angular acceptance in az-
imuth of the elementary transducers is found to be around
33� at �� dB and 45� at �� dB. Such an aperture is suf-
ficient to perform properly beamsteering in the required
range������.

The responses in amplitude and phase of each individual
receiving transducer have been also measured. The result-
ing calibration is used to compensate for the uneven sen-
sitivity and phase responses of the elements in the beam-
forming process, in order to reduce the side-lobe levels.
The amplitude calibration is based on a statistical method
that uses signals recorded during part of an actual survey at
sea. A normalized table is built with the average energies
received by each individual transducer. This table gives
straightforwardly the relative corrections (���%) needed
at post-processing.
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Figure 7. Experimental setup for calibration in phase of the re-
ceiving arrays.

There is no way to derive the phase dispersion of the el-
ements from such statistics. This calibration has been per-
formed in our laboratory’s tank (Figure 7).

A probe transmits a Chirp signal. The signals received
by each individual transducer of the arrays are recorded.
At a post-processing stage, the records are pulse com-
pressed. The time samples that hold the maximal mag-
nitude is searched. The phases of the selected values are
�� unwrapped. These phases undergo a least square fitting
with a second order polynomial. The resulting parabola
characterizes the wave front whose source is the probe.
The differences between the individual phases and the
parabola are computed. The process is iterated using dif-
ferent locations of the probe, in order to check that these
differences are consistent (i.e. given a transducer, the vari-
ance in the differences between the phases and the fitting
curve is small). Finally, the averaged values yield reliable
relative phase offsets that can be compensated for in even-
tual beamforming processes. The variance in the phase re-
sponses of the transducers is about 5�. This lack of homo-
geneity is not a concern as far as it is well quantified and
corrected at post-processing.

2.3. Beamforming

Beam data formed in-line were only used during acqui-
sition for display and monitoring. Raw transducers data
were post-processed in order to build a better set of beam-
formed data that takes into account accurate calibration pa-
rameters. This set is used in subsequent studies on imag-
ing, bathymetry, and seafloor characterization. The main
steps of the process are:

� Compensation according to the calibration of each el-
ement (amplitude and phase),

� Removal of the time varying gain (TVG) that was ap-
plied in-line,

� Pulse compression,
� Beam-forming with dynamic focusing using the Fres-

nel approximation (31 beams per receiving array),
� Correction to compensate for propagation losses,
� Coding of the data to reduce significantly the size of

the post-processed files,
� Search for the instant of the first bottom echo,

� Estimate of the maximal useful range (related to sig-
nal-to-noise ratio),

� Synchronization and interpolation of navigation and
attitude information.

Note that 32 beams are formed in-line by the electronics
of the sonar system: There are only 31 beams formed at
postprocessing so that it provides a central beam.

Propagation losses are only partially compensated for
the range dependency. Expressed in terms of intensity, the
one-way propagation losses caused by geometrical spread-
ing and attenuation (coefficient �) are given by

Aone�way �
�
e��r�r

��
� (1)

The size of the insonified footprint increases with range

Sfootprint � r
�b�L���� cos 	
 (2)

where 
�b is the width in azimuth of a single beam, 	 is
the grazing angle on the seafloor, and L is the equivalent
propagation length of the pulse compressed signal (about
60 cm). The net effect for backscattered echoes is given by
the decreasing law:

Aecho � A�
one�waySfootprint � F �� cos 	 (3)

with F �r� � r����
p

�bL�� exp����r� (
�b � ����

and L�� � �	 cm).
The relief is not known at this level of the processing.

Consequently, the time evolution of the incidence angle is
not known either. Our concern is to transform data in such
a way that subsequent users can easily master and retrieve
the level compensations. Hence, the applied multiplicative
factor that is actually applied (in terms of amplitudes) is
F �r�.

The COSMOS concept involves the processing of over-
lapped areas. Echoes from large range / low grazing an-
gles are prone to low signal to noise ratio. Consequently,
a critical issue is to detect and to remove the tail of the
ping records that does not carry useful information. The
mean effect of the above mentioned range varying gain is
to equalize the magnitude of the data as far as they account
only for backscattered echoes. Within a rough model that
is quite sufficient here, it can be assumed that the noise
level (TVG being removed) does not depend on range. At
far range, the signal to noise ratio decreases dramatically:
the range varying gain applied at post-processing boosts
the noise level that therefore grows exponentially. This be-
havior is depicted in Figure 8 which displays a typical
beam channel intensity after post-processed range com-
pensation for loss, i.e. I�r�F �r�. A simplified algorithm
has been set up to estimate the maximal useful range be-
yond which the SNR is too low to derive reliable infor-
mation for imaging or bathymetry. The mean backscatter
strength (s�) is computed over the first half portion of the
whole recorded range. A mean value (n�) that is propor-
tional to the noise level is then estimated over a small por-
tion of the record, at the end of the ping. This calculus
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Figure 8. Scheme of the max useful range estimation.

is made with the last elements of the ping record, but re-
moving the compensation for losses F �r�, given in equa-
tion (3). The searched range noise is the intersection of the
curve F �r�n� with the mean value s�. With the above no-
tations, n� is homogeneous to a backscatter strength index
that allows estimating the noise level.

3. Imaging

Imaging consists of building mosaic mapping of the acous-
tic intensity backscattered by the seafloor. This task in-
volves finding the location of the areas on the seafloor
from where originated the recorded data. Within a first
step, the radiometric transforms to map data in a common
reference system are derived from the available informa-
tion on the platform cinematic, beam angles, and assumed
relief. Once the correspondence between echoes and graz-
ing angles is known for each beam, a statistical evaluation
of the spatial echographic response of the antennae can
be achieved. The resulting table is used to introduce cor-
rections before imaging. The primary sector images are
ground-projected and merged in mosaics. This process in-
cludes a sorting of the gridded data according to the graz-
ing angles, so that the mosaics are actually multilayered.
The multi-layered mosaics are eventually merged to build
images that undergo an enhancement process.

3.1. Projection

The local flat bottom assumption is used to map the acous-
tic data. This approximation is common in backscatter
imaging: it does not introduce any noticeable distortion as
far as the relief is smooth enough at the horizontal scale of
the area viewed by each ping. A reference altitude of the
antennae is estimated for each ping. The algorithm tracks
the bottom profile between successive pings so as to avoid
false responses caused by fish schools.

The refraction is neglected, as the implied corrections
would be still smaller than the error caused by the previous
approximation.

In a frontal mode of acquisition, Doppler effect could
be a concern because the radial speed V is maximized.
The central frequency �, the duration T , and the band-

width B of the transmitted signal are altered. Given the
narrow band of the COSMOS signal, the only potential ef-
fect on the apparent echo ranges 
r is caused by the cen-
tral frequency shift: 
r � V T��B. However, the survey
speed with the COSMOS system is limited to a few knots
so that the maximal range error remains at the same order
of magnitude as the radial resolution (VmaxT� � c). Note
that the potential alterations in the echo levels and in the
directions of the steered beams are also negligible.

In the synchronization process of external information
with acoustic data, attitude and navigation are resampled
by using the least square fitting method (2nd order). A sin-
gle set of date, position and heading is computed for each
ping, at the time origin. The horizontal translation of the
ship during receive of echoes is neglected: An upper bound
of the error is half the distance that is run, i.e. less than
40 cm with an usual max range of 300 m and a ship speed
of 3 knots. Then, heading, attitude data, beam steering an-
gles, depth and ranges are combined to derive the searched
locations in the local horizontal planes.

3.2. Beam calibration

The transmitting antenna insonifies a large solid angle.
In order to generate the required power and to cover the
proper 3-D sector, the shape of the antenna is such that
the lateral dimension is much larger than the wavelength.
With this geometry, the resulting field cannot be anything
else than “bumpy”. Figures 4, 5a and 6a exhibit this phe-
nomenon in the ideal, theoretical simulation. Fluctuations
are indeed larger with an actual antenna. It is necessary to
compensate for this lack of homogeneity when exploiting
the data collected with the system, e.g. for building images
or for deriving information of the angular response of the
seafloor. It is neither realistic nor reliable to attempt a com-
plete measurement in tank of the spatial response of the
antenna. A more convenient way is to derive such infor-
mation from statistics performed on data gathered at sea.
Keeping in mind that the reflectivity of the bottom versus
the grazing angle is a critical information to characterize
the seafloor, the chosen angular referential used to perform
the calibration is made of: 1) the steering angle �b; 2) the
grazing angle 	. The steering angle is related to the beam
index b with �b � �b � ���
�b (b � 	
 � � � 
 �	). Each
beamformed direction is located on a cone whose axis is
along the receiving array, and whose aperture is equal to
���� �b (Figure 9).

Given the flat bottom assumption, each set of projection
coordinates is completed with an estimated grazing angle
	. Let us denote I�p
 b
 	� the intensity of echoes that are
compensated for the geometrical spreading and attenua-
tion losses versus range (equation 3), where p is the ping
index and b is the beam index.

Statistics are performed with all pings of the survey in
order to derive:

R��b
 	� � hI�p
 b
 	�ip
 (4)

where hX�u
 � � ��iu denotes the average of samples X
over the parameter u. Hence, R��b
 	� represents the mean
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angular backscatter response of the various seafloors ob-
served during the survey, in which the artifacts caused by
the system are embedded. Note that the contribution of the
mean response of the sediments depends only on the graz-
ing angle 	, whereas the signature of the system depends
both on b and 	. In order to compensate the data for the de-

pendency with the steering angle �b, the mappingR��b
 	�
is split into two parts according to:

R��b
 	� � �A��b
 	�G��	�
 (5)

where � � hR��b
 	�ib�� is a normalization factor, and
G��	� � hR��b
 	�ib�� . Doing so, the echographic re-
sponse A��b
 	� is normalized with respect to the beam
index b because A��b
 	� � R��b
 	��hR��b
 	�ib so that
hA��b
 	�ib � �. The function A��b
 	� is used to com-
pensate for the artifact caused by the system, but without
introducing any change in the response in site. The func-
tion G��	� is the sum of the mean angular response of the
seafloor plus the echographic diagram in site of the anten-
nae: these contributions cannot be split by this statistical
technique.

About 80 000 pings are processed to derive the func-
tions A��b
 	� and G��	� that are displayed in Figures 10
and 11 respectively. All beamformed data undergo the cor-
rection dictated byA��b
 	� before being archived for post-
processing purpose. The so corrected data are readily suit-
able for studies addressing angular response classification.
In the compound imaging process, we are interested in the
production of a homogeneous mosaic that takes into ac-
count as much data as possible. Echoes incoming from
various grazing angles are stacked: the dependency in the
angle of view must be removed. It is therefore necessary
to equalize the levels of these echoes by introducing the
additional normalized compensation given by G��	�.

3.3. Mapping

Multiple images of the backscatter echoes Is�p
 b
 	� �
I�p
 b
 	��R��b
 	� are built, each layer corresponding to a
given range of grazing angle 	.

The chosen pixel size for backscatter images is 50 cm. It
is the same order of magnitude as the radial resolution of
the sonar (Lr � L�� � �	 cm), and consistent with its an-
gular resolution (
�b � ����, i.e. 1 m at a range of 40 m).
Actually, the physical resolution varies with the grazing
angle. The surface Sc of the cell is the product of the az-
imuth resolution with the ground projected radial resolu-
tion, respectively da and dr. Given the altitude h of the
antenna, the evolution of Sc with the grazing angle 	 is:

da � r
�b �
h
�b
sin 	

and dr �
Lr

cos 	

� Sc�	� � dadr �
�hLr
�b
sin��	�


 (6)

so that Sc is minimal at 	 � ��.
The mosaicking process involves building pixels by su-

perimposing several data acquired from different points of
view. Hence, a factor w�b
 	� is used in the mapping pro-
cess to keep track of the amount of stacked data, and to
weight their contribution. The main goal is to emphasize
the information carried by data that hold the finer resolu-
tion. This factor w�b
 	� lowers also the contribution of the
outer beams because the corresponding radial and angu-
lar resolutions are slightly degraded compared to central
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beams. Hence, the shading function w�b
 	� is designed to
be maximal for the central beam, at 	 � ��.

The implementation of the map management needed a
specific attention because of the large amount of data in-
volved. The basic principle is to keep alive in the central
memory of the computer only a small part of the survey.
The active window S must be large enough to hold at least
a complete ping. While processing the survey, areas that
leave and enter the active window are swap with disk. The
mosaicking process is based on the sequential mapping of
successive pings. For this purpose, another dynamic mem-
ory space, P, whose surface coverage is identical to the
active window S, is also reserved. The content of P is re-
set before loading a new ping. The information to be pro-
cessed in this ping is then interpolated and mapped into P:
The input data are structured as 2-D beam � time arrays;
Each sample is assigned the closest pixel in the Cartesian
grid P; The remaining gaps between adjacent time and
beam samples are then filled by interpolation. After that,
the content of P is stacked in the survey window S. The
process iterates with the next ping.

The following elements are mapped in the ping space P:
the weight factorsw, the tapered intensities of echoeswIs,
and the grazing angles 	. Then, the mapped ping is stacked
in the survey space S. This space consists of 32 mosaic
layers. Each layer corresponds to a small range of graz-
ing angle. The component 	 of each element (w
wIs
 	)
in the P space dictates towards which layer the associated
components (w
wI) must be dispatched and accumulated
in S. Hence, each layer of S maps jointly two parame-
ters (W � �w, Iw � �wIs). Once a complete survey
is processed, a multi-layer mosaic is available. Depend-
ing on the range of incidence angles required to build a
final image, several layers are merged into a single layer
(W � �W , Iw � �Iw). A map that is homogeneous
to mean backscatter indexes is derived by doing the ratio
of the components of each element, i.e. Iw�W . A bitmap
representation is finally elaborated, including image en-
hancement (median gray level adjustment and partial his-
togram equalization).

The above described compound imaging process re-
duces drastically the speckle noise. Such a noise is mul-
tiplicative, i.e. its variance is proportional to the signal
strength. The reduction induced by the multilook process
is commensurate to the square root of the number n of
independent data that are stacked to build a pixel. Let us
denote �	max
 	min� the domain of grazing angles retained
to superimpose backscatter echoes. In the along-track area
of the mosaic images, an estimate of n is:

n �
h


x

�
�

tan 	min

�
�

tan 	max

�

 (7)

where h is the altitude of the antenna (flat bottom assump-
tion), and 
x is the distance traveled between each suc-
cessive ping. With usual operating conditions, this redun-
dancy factor is at least a few tens, and can be larger that
one hundred.

3.4. Surveyed zones and results

A sea trial has been performed in October 1999 onboard
R/V L’Europe, a catamaran ship of the IFREMER fleet.
This modern and low-noise ship proved to be well-adapted
to this purpose thanks to her twin-hull structure. The
down-side unit was installed at the end of a 7-m vertical
pole located between the two hulls, looking in the ship’s
heading direction. The module was immersed 5 m below
the sea surface, hence located below the keels.

The 4 days cruise took place in the vicinity of Barce-
lona. Four zones had been identified and prepared by our
project partners of the Instituto de Ciencias del Mar. These
zones are shallow-water areas, the water-depth being in
most parts between 20 m and 40 m, but reaching locally
300 m. They exhibit a wide variety of sedimentary facies
and a few salient bathymetric features, together with a lot
of interesting sonar targets, such as artificial reefs, trawl-
ing marks on the seafloor, pipelines. The ship followed a
network of lanes at quite a slow speed (3 knots) aimed at
limiting the drag on the vertical pole sustaining the wet
module. Several hours of effective recording were com-
pleted every day (about 20 000 pings per day). A signif-
icant amount of data has been stored (about 100 GBytes
for the whole cruise). It provides a large database for de-
veloping and testing innovative processes in the fields of
imagery (e.g. [13]), bathymetry, and seafloor characteri-
zation. The maximum horizontal range obtained with the
sonar in shallow water was typically 250 m, but clearly in-
creasing for larger depths.

The mosaic images that are presented in the following
are built by merging data corresponding to grazing angles
that range from 10� to 70�. The colormap is a gray scale
that runs from light to dark gray with increasing reflectiv-
ity. Depending on the nature of the bottom, the dynamic of
the representation ranges from 10 dB (homogeneous) up
to 30 dB.

The capability of the COSMOS system to detect and
to track pipes layered on the bottom has been tested dur-
ing the survey of an area in front of Besos, in the vicin-
ity of Barcelona. Figures 12ab are examples of the sector
images displayed in-line by the system. The gray scale is
inverted compared to post-processed images. During the
acquisition, the gas pipeline was detected ahead the ship
up to 300 m, enabling to monitor the ship evolution. The
frame displayed in Figure 12a was captured a few instant
after the first contact with the pipeline, before making a
left turn. Figure 12b is a frame captured at the end of
the turn, beginning the follow-up of the pipeline for about
2500 m. The radial resolution of the system is much bet-
ter that the resolution in azimuth as it can be observed
in comparing Figures 12a and 12b. Because the pipeline
runs parallel to the track line, Figure 12b exhibits a worse
case example for that type of imagery. Figure 13 shows
the processed mosaic image corresponding to the begin-
ning of the follow-up. The pipeline appears as a straight
line of high backscatter (very dark to dark gray) that con-
trasts with the low reflectivity background. It can be no-
ticed that the single sector frames (Figures 12ab) exhibit
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(a) (b)

Figure 12. In-line display of a gas pipeline (depth: 30 m–35 m,
350 m range). (a) Contact (b) Tracking.

(b)

(a)

Figure 13. Part of Besos area (1100 m � 1050 m). Contact and
tracking of a gas pipeline (depth: 30 m–35 m) Dashed sectors are
approximate footprints of Figures 12ab.

a much larger level of speckle noise than the compound
image (Figure 13).

Figure 14 displays another part of the area surveyed in
front of Besos. The ship makes a left turn and leaves a zone
covered with anthropogenic sediment (55 m water depth):
Dark areas are strongly reflective sediments. A mud sewer
pipeline (diameter 40 cm, made of polyethylene), running
from a water-treatment plant coming from Barcelona lo-
cated north, can be seen at the center bottom of the image.
Several trawling marks whose lateral extent is about 1 m

Sewer pipeline

Figure 14. Part of Besos area (950 m � 510 m, mean depth:
55 m): Left turn over an anthropogenic sediment zone. A sewer
pipeline and trawling marks are visible.

Figure 15. Blanes area (3070 m � 2940 m, depth: 17 m to 65 m).

can be also seen. This kind of image exhibits clearly the
ability of the system to search or to track specific features
by performing a simple turn that yields a panoramic view.

Figure 15 displays a complete day of acquisition in
front of Blanes. The water depth ranges from 17 m to
65 m. The survey consists of 14 track-lines that amount
for 25 km. This area is characterized by sandy sediments,
patchy distribution of vegetation fields, and rocky out-
crops. Figure 16 displays part of the survey, in shallow
waters (�20 m). The image shows a transition between
low reflectivity sand and beach rocks (dark area). Fig-
ure 17 displays another part of the survey. The water depth
is in the range 25 m–35 m. The zone features rocky out-
crops that are partially covered by sandy sediments. The
COSMOS image displays shadows that ease the boundary
recognition of the rocky bodies. Note that the orientation
of the shadows depends indeed on the ship direction.

Figure 18 is part of another surveyed zone, in front of
Vilanova. This flat bottom zone (depth 20 m) contains ar-
tificial concrete reefs whose shape is approximately cu-
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Figure 16. Part of Blanes area (365 m � 365 m, mean depth:
20 m).

Figure 17. Part of Blanes area (470 m � 480 m, depth: 25 m–
35 m).

bic (3 m side). These objects are seen as high backscatter
spots that are associated with an acoustic shadow (light
gray). Figure 18a displays the compound image that is
built with 200 pings, merging a large range of grazing an-
gles (10�–60�). Figures 18bcd represent individual layers
corresponding to small ranges of grazing angles (about 2�

per layer). This sequence exhibits clearly the evolution of
the shadow extents. This phenomenon is a drawback of
the multi-look acquisition for building compound images
of such salient features because the shadows are washed
(compare Figures 18a and 18b). On the other hand, one
can take advantage of the information derived from the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 18. Part of Vilanova area (180 m � 88 m, depth: 20 m)
(a) about 200 ping stacked. Grazing angles in the range 10�–60�.
(b) Grazing angle 10�, (c) Grazing angle 35�, (d) Grazing angle
55�.

differences between layered images in some specific appli-
cations (e.g. object recognition). Note that the individual
layers (Figures 18bcd) contain much more speckle noise
than the central part of the compound image (Figure 18a)
because the formers are built by merging much less inde-
pendent information.

4. Conclusion

The feasibility and the interest of the innovative concept
proposed with the COSMOS project have been estab-
lished. Methods and software for data alignment and pro-
duction of mosaic images in the forward-looking config-
uration have been successfully tested. The implemented
multilayer mosaicking process constitutes also a conve-
nient tool that can be readily used to undergo studies on
seafloor characterization.
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Several difficulties caused by the multiple angles of
view to perform compound imaging are overcome. A cor-
rection balances the echoes strength that varies largely
with the incoming site angles. The effective maximal
range is adjusted for taking into account the evolution of
the signal to noise ratio. The transmitter insonifies a large
solid angle at the expense of a lack of homogeneity in
the beam pattern: An efficient compensation is based on
a statistical calibration of the system response. Compound
imaging reduces drastically the speckle noise. Because the
size and shape of the resolution cell vary largely with the
angle of view, the final resolution is optimized by weight-
ing the various contributions.

The integration of a COSMOS-like system with swath
surveying tools should bring other definite advantages.
About imagery, the blind sector left under the platform
track is covered. Bathymetry is not addressed in this paper:
The soundings obtained by interferometry in the along-
track band with the forward-looking system should com-
plement and possibly overcome data delivered in the near
nadir area by multibeam echo-sounders. In addition, fu-
sion of basckscatter imagery with bathymetry calls for fur-
ther investigation.
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